SERVICES

Introduction
At The Farthest Pixel we are passionate about the role of design in
support of learners. We leverage best practices in instruction and
learning, and partner it with design to create some of the most authentic,
effective, and beautiful learning experiences across the curricula.
The Farthest Pixel offers a full-service partnership to our clients because
we believe that in order to design the best solution, we must come
to the table with the knowledge, skills, and creativity to help identify
and develop that solution. This includes a foundational understanding
of learning theory and the ways we all learn, coupled with design
skills, programming expertise, media know-how, and imagination. We
believe our clients are best served by working with a partner who can
fully support and help define their vision for learning alongside that
relationship with their business – and then help make it happen. We
would very much like to be that partner with you! I hope you will take
some time to explore the breadth of our services, and please reach out
to me if you have any questions.
Thank you for the opportunity.

Amanda Robertson
CEO of The Farthest Pixel
amanda@thefarthestpixel.com
919-280-1970
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Custom Training & eLearning
Our custom training and eLearning solutions refresh essential life lessons
to engage, inspire, and educate learners successfully. Our creation
process often interweaves various elements—from animations and videos
to gamification and interactives—with readings and assessments to
deliver a completely immersive learning experience, be it in the classroom
or online. As a proficient online course developer, we offer an extensive
background in many diverse content areas, including laboratory courses,
technical and conceptual courses, as well as courses that require a high
level of participant collaboration.

Articulate Rise, a web-based elearning solution for Teach For America.
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Animation
Why does animation captivate us? Animation mimics the natural world
in unique ways. With the ability to charm people of all ages, animation
can capture what photography or video cannot. And for the right learning
challenge, it can be a powerful eLearning solution.
Concepts presented through visual forms are easier to understand
because they are readily available in our long-term memory. Therefore,
eLearning animation can explore concepts and ideas that are otherwise
stagnant through text.
The Farthest Pixel is a leader among animated explainer video companies
for concept learning. Our eLearning animation experience helps us
identify the best animated education options for our clients.
Please click on any image to view the animation.
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Interactives
As a more optimal way to retain information, “hands-on” learning
empowers students to take control of their educational experience.
Interactivity bridges the gap between a stagnant lesson and an engaging
experience that leads to higher rates of retention.
Interactive media and game development can be accomplished and
implemented in many ways through optimal software development.
Through customized online course creation, we can help you procure an
effective solution when designing interactive eLearning simulations.
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Learning Management Systems
Learning Management Systems (LMS) are powerful tools for instructors
who seek effective custom eLearning course development. An LMS
can foster a private educational community, help instructors manage
assessments and grades, and allow instructors to manage media
sources and materials. The Farthest Pixel analyzes the best approaches
for learning management system design based on the educational
content and target learning objectives. Don’t have an LMS provider? The
Farthest Pixel provides hosting services to our clients via our Moodle
LMS, or we can work with you to discover the best LMS to meet your
organization and training needs.

The Moodle learning management system.
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Infographics & Illustrations
Infographics, illustrations, and visual design are critical elements in
educational course design.
Often, text alone falls short in facilitating student comprehension.
Illustrations and infographics are a powerful tool to promote information
recall and long-term memory. Instructional graphic design can help
learners and consumers recognize a brand, a course, or a program.
Creating an identity throughout an online course assures learners that
they are on the right path. At The Farthest Pixel, we recognize the
importance of graphics in online course solutions and tailor eLearning
illustrations to fit your voice, brand, and learners.
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Mobile Learning
Mobile learning has become an indispensable tool for education in
recent years. Our mobile learning development expertise enables us to
determine if mobile learning is the best approach to meet your learner’s
needs, as it provides a plethora of eLearning opportunities. Backed by an

An NC State app developed for mobile and web.

abundance of learning theories, mobile learning affords a more flexible,
more accessible educational platform, and our mobile solutions are
strategically designed to accommodate a variety of educational needs.

Responsive design for web-based mobile learning.

MicroExplorer 3D was developed for NC State laboratory courses for mobile and web.
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Branding & Communications
Organizations and institutions need to deliver the right message through
consistent, effective, and powerful branding to attract learners. Building
a reputation for a brand starts with educational software development
and ends with the messages the audience consumes. From internal
training audiences to customers, a brand is an opportunity to impact a
learner. For this reason, The Farthest Pixel provides analysis on eLearning
business solutions related to your branding, communication, and
marketing channels. We can help you develop a winning brand strategy
that aligns with your goals, the interests of your internal and external
audiences, and your stakeholders’ visions.
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Games & Simulations
Game-based learning benefits have become recognized in higher
education, the military, the healthcare industry, and in corporate settings.
Immersive and exciting learning experiences revolutionize how we
engage learners, while eLearning gamification has become widely
accepted as an innovative way to educate by leveraging the mechanics
of game development without the expense.
“Serious game” design can be applied in several learning contexts to
create captivating educational experiences. Gamification often leads
learners to respond to scenario- based situations that can emulate realworld events or concepts. Additionally, game-based learning for business
fosters a healthy competitive atmosphere among coworkers. As a serious
game developer, The Farthest Pixel can determine whether game-based
learning approaches can work for you.
Gamified “Careers in Sport Management” was developed for NC State.
https://thefarthestpixel.com/tfp/sport_management-game-progression.pdf
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Videos
Videos are among the most resourceful instruments for education. As a
time-based, visual representation of concepts, instructors can customize
how they want to present their ideas in a stimulating format. With a
plethora of benefits, videos can serve as introductory pieces to topics,
give subjects validity, and present challenges in refreshing ways.
When instructors utilize videos as part of their online course solutions,
they contribute towards student success by fostering creative online
spaces. Animated explainer video companies like The Farthest Pixel
can enhance your educational course design with unique video
implementation. Our grasp on video design and the technology to
improve videos are vital to accomplishing your goals.

Animated course introduction video.
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Consulting Services
Learning Strategy
Learning strategies are a vital element to custom eLearning development.
Instructors need to consider how their learners will relate to information
and which methods of instruction are best for an optimal online course
solution. From branding and voice to enhancing content navigation,
learning institutions have much to strategize. As an instructional design
consulting firm, The Farthest Pixel can help you navigate your options
to ensure that your learners receive the most out of their lessons or
training. Our vast range of media design services and expertise helps
organizations discern which learning methods are most engaging for their
learners.

Sustainability & Equity
The Farthest Pixel is passionate about using our business to support
our communities and the environment to create a sustainable and
equitable future for everyone. We can design custom eLearning
and classroom training solutions to support your organization’s
sustainability policy, as well as to promote your commitment to
diversity, inclusion, and communities of color. The Farthest Pixel can
enhance your policies through custom training solutions that help you
inform your employees and clients about the issues that matter to
you. We look forward to helping you improve the quality of life for our
communities and environment!
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Our Team
Our core team is anchored by Amanda Robertson and Lori Catlin
Garcia, each contributing unique areas of expertise. In addition, we
have specialists that we call on when projects require specific areas
of expertise. This allows our team to quickly scale to meet the specific
needs of each client.

Amanda Robertson
As the Founder and CEO of The Farthest Pixel, Amanda Robertson has
worked in the educational design industry for twenty-five years. She holds
an undergraduate degree in Graphic Design and a graduate degree in
New Media and Animation, with a focus on how education theories and
advances in modern media, partnered with a global Internet, can mimic
and enhance the natural ways we learn. Amanda has taught online for
ten years in the Department of Art and Design as well as several courses
in the College of Education at North Carolina State University.

Lori Catlin Garcia 
Lori Catlin Garcia has over 20 years of experience as a professional
designer, art director, and creative project manager. She holds a B.F.A.
from the University of Evansville and an M.F.A. from the University of
California, San Diego. Throughout the course of her unique career, Lori
has worked as a theatre costume designer, a textile designer and as an
art director and design manager at the LEGO and Hasbro toy companies.
Lori also taught art at the college level for five years. She has managed
countless large and complex artistic projects, including partnerships with
NASA, Disney, and Major League Baseball.
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Contact Us
We’d love to work with you! Feel free to shoot us an or email or just give
us a call!

Business
(919) 590-9063
info@thefarthestpixel.com

Amanda Robertson
amanda@thefarthestpixel.com
(919) 280-1970

Lori Catlin Garcia
lori@thefarthestpixel.com
(860) 614-9140
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